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Johnson to give Baccalaureate address amid electoral confusion
BECCA FOLEY
EDITOR–IN–CHIEF 
Street preacher asked to leave 
Gallery for filming children 
After current Provost Joseph Klesner an-
nounced in September that he would step 
down at the end of this academic year, the 
question of who would take his place was up 
in the air. Five months later, the College has an 
answer: Associate Provost Jeffrey A. Bowman 
will serve as Kenyon’s next provost, effective 
July 1, 2020. 
Alongside his role as a professor of history, 
Bowman has taken on a variety of leadership 
roles at the College over the years, including 
resident director of the Kenyon-Exeter pro-
gram, chair of the history department, co-
chair of Campus Senate, chair of the Tenure 
and Promotion Committee and chair of the 
faculty. 
“Kenyon’s faculty is second to none in its 
commitment to undergraduate teaching, and 
so it is deeply fitting that Jeff Bowman has been 
named provost,” President Sean Decatur said 
in a news bulletin. “He is a passionate teacher 
and skillful administrator, intensely commit-
ted to the promise of liberal education. I look 
forward to working with him to fulfill that 
promise in Kenyon’s third century.”
For Bowman, this promotion will add 
upon his three years of prior experience in Bai-
ley House, where he first set up shop in July of 
2017 when he was appointed as an Associate 
Provost. Bowman is excited to remain in the 
tudor-style house as provost, where he says 
joint responsibilities among senior staff foster a 
collaborative environment that extends out to 
the office’s work overseeing faculty.  
“What makes it interesting is we have a 
faculty that is wonderfully fertile in develop-
ing these ideas, that’s wonderfully productive 
and thoughtful about research and teaching 
in all kinds of different ways,” Bowman said. 
“So that’s one of the things that’s a real pleasure 
about working in this office — is that you get to 
see that energy and commitment on the part of 
the faculty and wherever possible support their 
interests and goals.” 
While the president is often seen as the face 
of the College, representing the institution at 
national events and reporting to the Board of 
Trustees, Kathy Krynski, recipient of the Him-
melright Professorship in Economics and chair 
of the search committee for Klesner’s replace-
ment, says the provost’s job is essential to main-
taining a positive image from an academic 
standpoint. 
“The provost is the leader of the academic 
division, and so he or she—we’ve had both—
have an important role in helping to hire the 
faculty and help to create an 
Jeffrey Bowman chosen to 
succeed Klesner as Provost
EVEY WEISBLAT 
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR 
ALEX GILKEY
This year, on Friday, May 
15, Austin Johnson, assis-
tant professor of sociology, 
will deliver the Baccalaure-
ate speech for the graduating 
class of 2020. He will be the 
first member of the sociology 
department to give the ad-
dress since the 1980s.  
To choose who would de-
liver the address, seniors re-
ceived an email last month 
requesting nominations for 
a “representative of the col-
lege” to be the speaker. The 
senior class committee re-
ceived nominations for about 
40 people, which were then 
ranked by their number of 
nominations. The top 20 were 
offered the chance to accept 
their nomination and be on 
the ballot, and 16 of these 
people accepted, according 
to Jodi-Ann Wang ’20, senior 
class president. 
Once the ballot was sent 
out and the seniors voted, the 
top three results were John-
son, Associate Professor of 
English Sarah Heidt ’97 and 
Lisa Carver of AVI. Of those 
three, Johnson was the only 
nominee who qualified due 
to College rules that were un-
specified at the time of voting. 
Heidt was ineligible because 
she had given the speech in 
2018, and Carver, because she 
is not technically an employee 
of the College as stated by the 
Office of Campus Events. 
“The reason why there 
was a little bit of misunder-
standing was [because] it just 
wasn’t as clear as it could have 
been,” Wang explained. “We 
were undergoing two tran-
sitions across three differ-
ent offices at the time of this 
whole selection process.” 
Despite the confusion, 
Johnson expressed enthusi-
asm about delivering the ad-
dress. “I really care about 
our seniors and I’ve gotten to 
know them over the last three 
years,” he said. ”So when I 
got the email from Jodi-Ann 
asking if I wanted to do it I 
thought, ‘oh man, yeah. I re-
ally do.”
Johnson’s work and inter-
ests center around LGBTQ+ 
health and the ways that com-
munity can positively impact 
the lives of those who identify 
as LGBTQ+. He plans to focus 
his speech around the impor-
tance of human connection, 
which, based on his research, 
has demonstrated that every-
one suffers when they are iso-
lated or marginalized. 
“Something as simple as 
extending friendship and ex-
tending community to people 
can change your life and can 
change others,” Johnson said. 
“We make choices about who 
we include in our lives and, 
I think we can be really in-
tentional about the way that 
we break down the barriers 
and the walls that we erect in 
our lives and that other peo-
ple erect in our lives to allow 
more people in, because it’s a 
better time when it’s a more 
diverse group of people and 
we feel better when we do it.”
While he does not plan to 
address religion directly in 
his address, as Baccalaureate 
speeches have 
On the first day of February, a man in-
terrupted Gund Gallery’s Children’s Sto-
rytime. He took out his phone and start-
ed to record video footage of the kids, 
most of whom were seven or younger, 
without their parents’ consent.
Held every month, Storytime offers 
craft making and book readings meant 
to address a range of LGBTQ+ issues. 
Currently, Storytime is a complement 
to the Gallery’s ongoing Axis Mundo: 
Queer Networks in Chicano L.A. exhibit. 
The books chosen were Be Who You Are 
by Todd Parr and They, She, He Easy as 
ABC by Maya Christina Gonzalez. The 
books taught children to be proud of 
who they are and how to use inclusive 
pronouns.
The man entered the Gallery right 
as the event got underway. “We hadn’t 
even started reading yet,” Ashley Li ’22 
said. “One of the parents asked him if he 
was going to put this online, and the guy 
said, ‘No, it’s for my own use.’ That set off 
a red flag for me.”
She, as well as parents present, ex-
pressed concern over a stranger record-
ing the children without permission. Li 
ordered the man—who students would 
identify colloquially as a “Middle Path 
preacher”—to leave immediately. In re-
sponse, the man accused Li of corrupt-
ing the minds of the children. After Li 
reiterated that he needed to leave, the 
man vacated the gallery, declaring that 
he would be back. 
The preachers’ appearance on Mid-
dle Path is nothing new. Preachers have 
picketed on Kenyon property for years. 
Representatives from New Martinsburg 
Christian Church—located 20 minutes 
from the College—congregated on Mid-
dle Path in September of 2018 and have 
returned many times since. A hallmark 
of their visits is setting up signs that 
contain offensive language targeted at 
women and the LGBTQ+ community. 
In 2018, a sizable counter-protest com-
posed of students, town residents and 
faculty members gathered in response to 
express their disapproval.
Li later saw the man on Middle Path 
arguing with Chaplain and Priest-in-
Charge of Harcourt Parish Rachel Kes-
sler ’04 and Mayor Leeman Kessler ’04. 
While it is not technically illegal to film 
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Preacher takes videos for 
his “own use” at Storytime 
matn’s presence raised ethical concerns 
for Rachel Kessler.
“I wasn’t going to get into an argument 
with him about theology,” Rachel Kessler 
said. “It’s not going to end in any way oth-
er than the two of us yelling at each other. 
It came down to explaining that my kids 
were at the event, that he was filming my 
children without my permission, and that 
as a parent he needed to understand why I 
would be upset by that.”
According to Campus Safety, the man 
fully complied when asked to vacate the 
gallery. Despite conjuring up effusive 
reactions, the man has never instigated 
physical altercations with any Kenyon 
personnel.
The arrival of preachers on Middle 
Path has led to what Rachel Kessler de-
scribes as an “increased clarity that they 
cannot be and should not be allowed” on 
Kenyon property. However, matters get 
complicated when the preachers stand on 
public property — such as central Middle 
Path.
“Banning him from public property 
will probably not end productively,”  Kes-
sler said. “It might feed into a desire to feel 
like he is being persecuted for speaking 
his idea of the truth.”
“It was disheartening, to be honest,” 
Li said. “I came to Kenyon thinking it 
would be more liberal, more open. We’re 
more racially diverse and aware, and then 
this guy comes in. Are you actually teach-
ing people to love others? Because I think 
that’s what your religion should be about.”
The man who wandered into Gund 
Gallery had not preached on Middle Path 
before. Rachel Kessler, however, said she 
has encountered this man before when she 
was involved with Signs on the Square, an 
activism group in Mount Vernon that was 
created after the 2016 presidential elec-
tion. The group—comprised of both Ke-
nyon affiliates and non-affiliates—make 
weekly demonstrations in the Mount 
Vernon square on such issues as immigra-
tion, healthcare and climate change. The 
man had challenged their signs.
“He would vocally counter-protest 
that demonstration,” Kessler said. “He 
would stand on a bus and shout at us with 
a megaphone.”
The chaplain expressed a desire for Ke-
nyon’s religious groups to clarify that the 
man, along with other preachers on Mid-
dle Path, does not reflect the views of any 
religious group affiliated with the College. 
The best way to address these preachers 
on Middle Path remains unclear. While 
Kessler argues that direct engagement 
with the preachers would only be unpro-
ductive and likely fruitless, she suggests 
that promoting more amiable religious 
views is the obligation of religious life at 
Kenyon.
Bowman to be provost after three years as associate provost
Continued from Page 1
Continued from Page 1
Johnson plans to focus address 
on celebrating community 
historically done, Johnson wants to focus on where 
people put their faith. “When I think about what 
guides me, the higher power that structures my life 
or shapes my values, I think about community,” he 
said. “I think about bringing people together and 
reaching out to people and creating a space where 
people feel at home and motivated. That’s what faith 
is to me.”
Johnson also wants to address the students’ need 
to find their purpose, whatever that may be. “We all 
need something that drives us and it doesn’t have 
to be the traditional faith that we’ve been given,” he 
said. 
Finding this purpose does not always have to 
mean going at it alone. Johnson explained that he 
wants the senior class to create an open and inclu-
sive community. He plans to discuss the ways in 
which many people become too focused on them-
selves in life, rather than thinking of graduation as a 
team effort of professors, mentors and friends. 
“If you focus on why you’re doing something, 
who you’re doing it for, and put all of your energy 
into that, it’ll pay off in different ways than if you fo-
cus on yourself. If you give, the world gives back,” 
he said. 
While Johnson prepares to deliver the 2020 ad-
dress, Johnson and Wang hope to make guidelines 
clearer following this year’s confusion about Bacca-
laureate speaker eligibility. Wang explained that the 
senior class committee and the Office of Campus 
Events have discussed having a rotational schedule 
throughout different departments and the admin-
istration. They also discussed making any member 
of the Kenyon community who has made a signifi-
cant impact on the students eligible. Whatever they 
decide on, Wang hopes they can make the process 
more clear in future years. 
“Whatever we end up deciding to go with, we 
will make sure it is on paper, on the website, so in a 
couple years this won’t repeat itself,” she said.
Wang expressed that she hopes Carver can 
speak to the senior class at the senior dinner the day 
before the Baccalaureate ceremony. 
“Lisa is so loved by this whole community and 
she was so closely nominated to Professor Johnson 
and we wanted to give her an honorable mention. So 
perhaps, if she’s comfortable, we will have her speak 
at the senior dinner,” she said. “We will make sure 
that she gets the proper recognition that she deserves 
for everything that she has done for everyone.” 
Johnson agrees that anyone who has made a sig-
nificant impact on the community should be eligi-
ble to be the Baccalaureate speaker. 
“I think it’s really great to open [the eligibility 
pool] up—it really is about who has meant some-
thing to you since you’ve been here,” he said. 
Johnson hopes to emphasize to the class of 2020 
the importance of building upon their college expe-
rience, just as he has. 
“I thought I knew myself in 2008 when I was 
graduating college; I thought I knew who I was and 
where I was going to be — and it was not standing 
on that stage delivering the Baccalaureate address at 
Kenyon College. That was the farthest thing from 
my mind,” he said. “Don’t put limits on yourself, be-
cause if I had believed the story I told myself about 
who I was, I would not be here.” 
Continued from Page 1
environment where faculty can 
grow and prosper, both in terms 
of their teaching and in terms of 
their scholarship and [ability to] 
contribute to the College,” Kryn-
ski said. 
The main responsibilities of 
the provost include the recruit-
ment, retention and mentoring 
of faculty. This includes things 
like organizing faculty reviews, 
overseeing search committees, 
developing programs for fac-
ulty development and mentor-
ing,  reviewing curriculum and 
pedagogical practices, and fa-
cilitating collaboration across 
academic divisions. A number 
of offices also fall under the su-
pervision of the Office of the 
Provost, including the Office of 
Academic Advising, the Career 
Development Office, the Center 
for Global Engagement and the 
Brown Family Environmental 
Center, among others. 
Kyrnski, who served as as-
sociate provost from 1999-2002, 
said she was first contacted in 
late October to chair the search 
committee. She then met with 
President Decatur to determine 
who should serve on the com-
mittee, which ended up com-
prising of Professor of Anthro-
pology Bruce Hardy, Associate 
Professor of English Sarah Heidt 
’97, Professor of Biology Harry 
Itagaki, Roy T. Wortman Dis-
tinguished Professor of His-
tory Wendy Singer and Thomas 
S. Turgeon Professor of Drama 
Jonathan Tazewell ’84. 
Since the search for provost 
was internal, the committee so-
licited nominations among fac-
ulty and administrators and then 
extended invitations to apply for 
the position to the nominees. 
Krynski said gathering feedback 
from colleagues via a variety of 
outlets — such as open forums, 
Google forms and online state-
ments — on the kinds of char-
acteristics and skills the new 
Provost should have was crucial 
to ensuring a successful search 
process. 
Once the committee had nar-
rowed down a set of candidates, 
they presented them to Deca-
tur, who conducted interviews 
alongside senior staff before ul-
timately making the final deci-
sion. 
Krynski said, while the com-
mittee was confident that all of 
the candidates were well-quali-
fied, she sees why the president 
chose Bowman.
“He’s a great candidate, and 
I can understand why he was 
chosen in part because his ex-
perience is very recent in the 
provost office, so he’s sort of 
on top of what’s going on there, 
what the issues are currently,” 
Kyrnski said. “And he’s also got 
a tremendous amount of experi-
ence in terms of—he’s been chair 
of the faculty, he’s been chair of 
the tenure promotion committee 
and a member of that commit-
tee — those are all things that 
were kind of high on the list of 
kinds of experiences that would 
be helpful.” 
As provost, Bowman plans to 
help facilitate a smooth transi-
tion of faculty during the West 
Quad project and expand inclu-
sive pedagogical practices that 
faculty in the natural sciences 
have worked hard to develop. 
“One of the things that we’ve 
been thinking about … is to make 
sure that the work that they’ve 
done over there [in the natural 
sciences] can inspire and inform 
the teaching that we do at the 
College more generally,” Bow-
man said. “So that the momen-
tum and the ideas that they’ve 
worked on over there with this 
grant support can also percolate 
into other parts of College, and 
that the insights that they’ve de-
veloped in working with these 
action groups and with Kenyon 
students can help inspire other 
people in the faculty to think 
about teaching styles.” 
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Barbara Kakiris leaves Kenyon for Cleveland State position
After seven years of service at Kenyon, As-
sociate Director of Campus Events and Sum-
mer Conferences Barbara Kakiris ’97 is leav-
ing the College. Kakiris is set to become the 
Deputy Chief of Staff/Senior Director of Pres-
idential Initiatives at Cleveland State Univer-
sity (CSU). Her last day is Feb. 28, and as the 
date approaches, Kakiris is working to pre-
pare the College for her absence.
“I gave a month’s notice so we could have a 
good transition,” Kakiris said. “I’m in charge 
of summer programs, and this is when we 
gear up, contract [and] book. I want all that 
done before I leave so that the College will be 
in a strong spot.”
In her position at Kenyon, Kakiris orga-
nized the many events that take place at the 
College over the summer, such as weddings, 
conferences, scholarly programs and athletic 
competitions. Kenyon hosts more than 80 
events each summer, and often has hundreds 
of people on campus at once. It was Kakiris’ 
job to coordinate food, housing and event 
space for all these people. The College has not 
yet found a replacement for her, so Kakiris is 
trying to get much of the planning for this 
summer done before her departure.
Kakiris’ new job will bear more similarity 
to what she has done in the past: Before com-
ing to Kenyon, she spent 20 years as a commu-
nications and event director at NASA, where 
she took charge of larger projects involving 
community outreach. At CSU, Kakiris will 
work closely with the university’s president in 
planning special projects and realizing his vi-
sion for the school.
Though she loves Kenyon, Kakiris is ex-
cited about the opportunity presented by her 
new position. “It is so well-aligned with my 
skills and talents,” she said. “I love big projects 
and helping people envision the best that their 
organization can be. It’s still an academic in-
stitution, and so I’ll be involved in education 
and people who are looking to better their 
lives.”
Kakiris’ absence will be felt on campus by 
staff and students alike. Avery Morgan ’20, 
who worked under Kakiris for two summers 
as a conference service specialist, says she en-
joyed working for her. 
“She’s a very personable person,” Morgan 
said. “When she’s dealing with clients she re-
ally gets to know them as people, and as work-
ers she’s really invested in what we’re doing—
not just during the summer, but what’s going 
on in our lives during the school year. She’s an 
amazing boss, [and] an amazing person.”
Cynthia Cunningham, who served with 
Kakiris on the New Directions board, also 
spoke highly of her qualities as a person. “She 
is passionate, caring, vocal, and intelligent,” 
Cunningham wrote in an email to the Colle-
gian. “She has been a forceful component of 
the Knox County community, having a hand 
in moving several organizations forward over 
the years, including [domestic abuse shelter] 
New Directions. The void her absence will 
make will not go unnoticed.”
Although Kakiris is leaving Kenyon, she’s 
confident that she won’t be gone for good. Pri-
or to her position at the College, Kakiris was 
an active alumna, serving as the Cleveland re-
gional alumni chair and chairing all but one 
of her class’s reunions since her graduation. 
She expects this level of involvement to con-
tinue while she works at CSU. In addition, she 
is still a member of Gambier’s Village Council, 
a position to which she was elected in Decem-
ber 2019. Though Kakiris will spend most of 
her time in Cleveland, she still owns a house in 
Gambier, and plans to return for the Council’s 
monthly meetings.
As Kakiris prepares to leave, she reflects on 
her seven years at Kenyon.
“When I made the move here, I doubted 
myself,” Kakiris said. “Coming from the city 
to this area was a big decision. I’ve made great 
friends and I will miss them dearly. But I think 
I will miss the students the most. You guys are 
just very endearing to me, to see the types of 
people that choose Kenyon nearly 25 years af-
ter I came here. But as I said, those connec-
tions aren’t going to be lost.”
RONAN ELLIOTT
NEWS EDITOR
SASS purchases new 
studying software
The Student Accessibility and Support Services (SASS) office has in-
troduced a new study tool called Read&Write. SASS purchased a campus-
wide license for the software, making it available for all students, staff and 
faculty. 
Emily Wise, administrative assistant and assistant technology consul-
tant for SASS, said that although the software is aimed at people who need 
assistance with reading and writing, it also includes features that could be 
of use to anyone. 
 “It is important to point out [Read&Write is] not a remedial tool but 
more of a productivity tool,” Erin Salva, director of SASS, said. “It can really 
benefit anybody.” 
Some of Read&Write’s features include a voice-to-text feature that al-
lows the user to dictate text through the computer’s microphone, which 
may be helpful for people who have difficulty with typing or spelling. The 
program also has built-in optical character recognition, which allows users 
to scan paper documents or ebooks and then manipulate the text on the 
computer. Additionally, the software can dictate text from documents, web 
pages, screenshotted photos or PDFs to the user in a voice of their choice.
SASS purchased Read&Write to replace Kurzweil, a software program 
that is similar but was limited in the amount of licenses available for distri-
bution, reducing the program’s accessibility to students, staff and faculty. 
Purchasing a campus-wide license for Read&Write means that the soft-
ware is available to all who want to use it. This change is part of a larger ini-
tiative called Access Kenyon, which brings together various partners across 
campus who work in digital technology, in an effort to promote universal 
accessibility online. “We’re focused on creating an environment here that is 
accessible to everyone digitally,” Wise said.
In addition, a highlighter feature allows users to highlight text and copy 
it into a separate document, which could help to condense the most impor-
tant information from a large text file or compile a list of quotes for an essay. 
Similarly, a highlighting feature called screen masking can help to re-
duce the level of contrast on the screen. This could be useful for people with 
temporary injuries like concussions or people who struggle with light sen-
sitivity. 
Other features of Read&Write include a dictionary, a picture diction-
ary, word prediction, a translator, and a spell-checker. In addition to docu-
ments, the program works also in web browsers. 
Another accessibility tool SASS provides to the campus is Census Ac-
cess. As a file format converter, it works similarly to Read&Write, but also 
allows the tagging of converted formats. This makes it easier to navigate for 
people who use assistive technology, such as a screen-reader, to have the 
document read to them. 
“We want to give everyone [these] tools and make it as easy as possible 
to build your document, build your posters, your announcements,” Wise 
said. 
Both Census Access and Read&Write are available to download for free 
from the SASS website for all Kenyon students, staff and faculty. New fea-
tures and updates are continually being added to Read&Write in order to 
maximize the user’s productivity. 
AMANDA PYNE
STAFF WRITER
Friday night blockbusters will offer 
students a low-key weekend event
This semester, Social Board and Cinearts are teaming 
up in hopes of beginning a new Kenyon tradition: Friday-
night blockbuster movie screenings. For the first three Fri-
days of April, they will be showing Uncut Gems, Parasite 
and a third movie which will be selected by the student 
body. If these pilot sessions are well-received, they hope 
to start more regular weekly screenings by next semester. 
Structured similarly to Weaver Wednesdays, this pro-
gram aims to feature different clubs, organizations and 
departments. Each week, a different organization will re-
quest to host and pick the movie that best fits the theme 
of their group. In their application, a group will have the 
opportunity to tell Social Board and Cinearts the dates on 
which they wish to use the theater space. Once all applica-
tions have been completed, Social Board and Cinearts will 
work together to create a schedule for the entire semester. 
This will amount to a total of about 30 movies per year, 
all funded by Social Board. Should people be interested, 
Social Board is looking at the possibility of screening more 
popular movies on Saturday nights as well, given the fact 
that the licensing and agreements they have will allow for 
this. 
“The reason that this came about is because while 
there are a lot of activities happening on the weekends, 
only so many people can fit in an audience for a play, so 
I’m sure people are looking for something to do,” said Di-
rector of Student Engagement Sam Filkins. “A movie is a 
really low-stress thing that you can attend.”
In addition to organizations, Filkins brought up the 
possibility of adding a “people’s choice” category to the 
schedule of screenings. “This will be where a community 
of people will be able to vote on which movies they want, 
particularly during busy academic weeks,” he explained. 
The Office of Student Engagement is in contact with 
the manager of Peirce Dining Hall to have a movie poster 
display cabinet in Peirce. “That is where we will put up the 
movie that is playing each week,” Filkins said. “It will be 
in the same place, so every week [students can] walk by it 
and see what movie is playing that Friday.”
Though there is no designated location yet for these 
screenings, Social Board and Cinearts have requested the 
Community Foundation Theater in Gund Gallery, but it 
is unclear whether or not this will be the final location for 
these screenings. 
Interested students are encouraged to attend the pilot 
screenings, which will take place on April 3, 10 and 17.
LINNEA MUMMA
NEWS ASSISTANT
Kenyon celebrates alumni podcasts 
with a week of classes, workshops
Over the past week, Kenyon has hosted a variety of 
events featuring alumni with their own podcasts. Among 
the workshops was a podcasting masterclass organized by 
Sarah Heidt ’97, associate professor of English. The class 
was taught by a number of Heidt’s former students: Marga-
ret Willison ’07, Kathryn VanArendonk ’07, Andrew Cun-
ningham ’08 and Craig Getting ’08. Willison, VanAren-
donk and Cunningham co-host Appointment Television, a 
weekly podcast focused on discussing television series. In a 
separate podcast called Overdue, Cunningham pairs with 
Getting to talk about books they have been meaning to read, 
but haven’t yet.
The masterclass took place on Feb. 19 and saw the four 
podcasters speak about their experience with their shows, 
focusing largely on the process of starting a new podcast and 
the production involved. 
Heidt saw the masterclass as an opportunity to bring 
students together over podcasting and potentially set new 
student-led shows into motion. Beyond forming new con-
nections between students, Heidt values podcasts for their 
ability to spark discourse. “One of the questions I often get 
from students is, ‘Where do you find time and space for hav-
ing the conversations we have in Kenyon classrooms in the 
real world?’” Heidt said. Heidt believes podcasts are a great 
space to have those conversations.
After visiting a number of classes and hosting the mas-
terclass, the podcasters will record a combined episode of 
their shows on Thursday Feb. 20 at 7:00 p.m. in the Gund 
Gallery. The episode will feature a discussion of Nick Horn-
by’s novel and soon-to-be TV series, High Fidelity, in a de-
bate about books versus television and movie adaptations. 
Following the recording, the four will have a Q&A session 
about podcasting.
Additionally, Kenyon’s American Studies program will 
host Kenyon alumna, Jenny Lawton ’01, today in Samuel 
Mather Hall at 11:10 a.m. Lawton, a senior editor at podcast-
ing-focused media company WNYC Studios, will give a talk 
titled “Podcast as Memoir (and Memoir as Podcast).”
JOE GOLDSTEIN
STAFF WRITER 
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Mental health speaker Q&A reignites student-staff divide 
EVEY WEISBLAT
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Board of Trustees approves year’s 
budget, revised mission statement
As many Kenyon students were braving the weather 
in Gambier, the Board of Trustees met in Naples, Fla. 
on Feb. 6 and 7 for their annual winter meeting. The 
Board’s agenda for the meeting focused mainly on the 
large-scale administrative issues—primarily approving 
a 2020-21 operating budget and working towards a new 
strategic plan.
Entering the weekend, President Sean Decatur 
gave everyone a reading assignment, The Road Ahead 
for America’s Colleges and Universities, by economists 
Robert Archibald and David Feldman ’78. The meet-
ing commenced with Decatur giving an assessment of 
the College before he turned the floor over to Feldman, 
who talked more about the work in his book and how 
it would potentially relate to Kenyon and their upcom-
ing plan. 
With the Kenyon 2020 plan set to conclude at the 
end of the year, the school will seek to replace it with 
a new strategic plan to take us into Kenyon’s third cen-
tury. Barrett Toan ’69, a member of the Board, will serve 
as chair on a committee for strategic planning, which 
will include four other trustees and four members of the 
College’s senior staff.
The most important task completed over the week-
end was the approval of the $162,630,000 2020-21 fis-
cal year operating budget. The new budget includes a 
7.7 percent increase in the financial aid budget, a two-
percent increase in the general salary pool for College 
employees earning less than $100,000, a flat $2,000 in-
crease for College employees making over $100,000 and 
a reworking of the healthcare options for employees 
that will result in a five-percent decrease in premiums. 
However, the increase in the operating budget will 
come at a cost for students. Student tuition and fees will 
rise 3.9 percent to $73,930 for the 2020-21 academic 
year. The increase actually marks a reduction in the tu-
ition and fees percentage increase, which had increased 
3.95 percent in both the 2018-19 and 2019-20 academic 
years. However, the U.S. Labor Department’s most re-
cent estimates have the United States’ 2020 inflation rate 
at 2.5 percent, continuing to make Kenyon more expen-
sive in relation to inflation.
The Board also approved the College’s revised mis-
sion statement and school values presented by Provost 
Joseph Klesner and adopted a resolution honoring out-
going Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman for his 12 
years of service in senior staff. They also approved me-
morial resolutions for former Provost Bruce Haywood 
H’80, Professor Emeritus of Art Joseph F. Slate H’88 and 
Professor of Art History Kristen Van Ausdall. 
To conclude the events, Board members were briefed 
on the successes of the Our Path Forward campaign—
which has raised $258 million—by the Vice President 
for Advancement Colleen Garland, the state of the en-
dowment by the Investment Committee and potential 
changes to Title IX policy by the Title IX and Nondis-
crimination Policies Committee. 
The Board will meet again this spring, where they 




Dan Emmett festival 
renamed after public poll
After more than 30 years celebrating 
the Dan Emmett Music & Arts Festival 
— named after the creator of Blackface 
minstrel shows — Knox County com-
munity members voted to change the 
event’s name to Mount Vernon Music 
& Arts Festival. This past Wednesday, 
Feb. 12, Mount Vernon’s Grand Hotel 
celebrated plans for the 33rd and new-
ly renamed Mount Vernon Music and 
Arts Festival. As the main community 
event of the summer, the festival attracts 
between 18,000 and 22,000 people from 
Knox County and the greater Ohio 
area every August. Festival patrons are 
invited to enjoy live music and artistic 
performances as well as to support local 
businesses. 
At the renaming celebration, Fes-
tival Director Joseph Bell gave an im-
passioned speech about the need for 
inclusivity of all abilities and artforms, 
emphasizing the production of an event 
that is “reflective of community pride.” 
This year, festival directors aim to raise 
$100,000, which is roughly $30,000 
more than their 2019 goal. 
While the festival’s budget, upcom-
ing performers and new activities for 
this year’s event were discussed in full 
detail, the reason for the name’s adjust-
ment was left unaddressed. The festi-
val was originally named after Daniel 
Decatur Emmett, who was born and 
raised in Mount Vernon. Many of his 
minstrel shows were performed at the 
Woodward Opera House in downtown 
Mount Vernon. After 20 years of reno-
vation, the Opera House was opened to 
the public during last year’s festival and 
has primarily been used for live music 
performances. 
 After years of criticism from sev-
eral community members, the Festival 
Board sent out a public opinion poll 
after the 2019 festival last year to gauge 
whether or not the name should be 
changed. The Board received an over-
whelming number of votes in favor of 
a change, and Dan Emmett’s name was 
reluctantly removed from the festival 
title. 
“Removing Dan Emmett’s name 
from the festival’s banners will hopeful-
ly not just obscure the role of racism in 
Mount Vernon’s history,” Harper Bee-
land ’20, who attended the renaming, 
said, “[but] will ensure that everybody 
feels recognized by and connected to the 
city’s arts and culture.” 
CARLEY TOWNSEND
STAFF WRITER
Dr. Kristen Lee spoke on Tuesday night 
at Rosse Hall.  | SARA HALEBLIAN
Posters advertising an upcoming talk by Li-
censed Independent Clinical Social Worker and 
Lead Faculty for Behavioral Science at North-
eastern University Dr. Kristen Lee — a mental 
health speaker promoted by Active Minds, the 
organization responsible for the exhibit “Send 
Silence Packing” — were defaced last week. 
Vandals placed quotation marks around the 
word “licensed” in the poster. While the ad-
ministration moved quickly to remove the van-
dalized posters, students remained wary about 
the upcoming talk as well as the administra-
tion’s efforts to remedy the campus-wide men-
tal health crisis. 
“I think to an extent we do need to have 
awareness talks and have people talking about 
awareness and bringing that awareness to cam-
pus,” Katie Mazzolini ’22 said. “But I think we 
need to do it in a way that when we bring aware-
ness we can also back it up with resources — 
and we don’t have that.”
The Emotional Health and Well-Being Task 
Force was created early in fall 2019. Its purpose, 
however, was compounded by the “Send Si-
lence Packing” exhibit in late September, which 
caused widespread frustration among students, 
who felt the exhibit was an insensitive way of 
addressing mental health issues and reflected a 
lack of effective listening on the part of the ad-
ministration.
In December, members of the Task Force, 
including Sophomore Class President Sky-
ler Lesser-Roy ’22, travelled to the Great Lakes 
College Association (GLCA) Mental Health 
Summit to collect ideas about how to improve 
Kenyon’s culture surrounding mental health. 
Lesser-Roy was inspired by Active Minds rep-
resentatives she met there, and after researching 
speakers on their website, she suggested to the 
Taskforce that Lee come speak at Kenyon. As an 
outsider with experience in rebuilding the well-
being of various communities, Lesser-Roy said 
that Dr. Lee could offer valuable insight into 
how to tackle Kenyon’s own issues. 
Despite fears that Dr. Lee’s talk being spon-
sored by Active Minds would be a problem, 
Lesser-Roy said the organization as a whole 
does a great job of supporting mental health 
on college campuses and prevention of suicide 
across the country. 
“That definitely was a concern that [the Task 
Force] spoke about,” she said. “I think that Ac-
tive Minds is not at fault for ‘Send Silence Pack-
ing.’ ‘Send Silence Packing’ does really great 
things in environments that need it — Kenyon 
was not an environment that needed ‘Send Si-
lence Packing.’” 
Lesser-Roy’s efforts culminated on Tues-
day evening, when around 60 students, faculty 
and administrators gathered in Rosse Hall to 
hear Dr. Lee’s talk, entitled “Adopting a Healthy 
Mental Health Culture on Campus: What Ev-
eryone Can Do.” 
Lesser-Roy opened the event on a somber 
note. “Last year our community experienced 
a tragedy that affected us all,” she said. “Stella 
[Simic ’22]’s memory is a driving force behind 
the commitment this community has in creat-
ing a mental health support network that ben-
efits all students.” 
Dr. Lee’s talk focused on how one can un-
learn false ideas about mental health promoted 
by a culture that stigmatizes mental health is-
sues as well as the importance of practicing self-
care with intentionality. She encouraged the au-
dience to move away from the idea that we are 
“commodities,” that mental health issues are 
“obvious” and that self-care is superficial and 
won’t work. Instead, she suggested that we focus 
on understanding contextual risks — includ-
ing those perpetuated by a consumerist culture 
— share resources, promote peer support and 
focus on prevention rather than working to re-
solve crises after the fact. 
Following her talk, Lee opened the floor 
for questions. She was met with varying lev-
els of frustration from students in attendance. 
Many of the questions focused on dismantling 
fixed structures within the College that aggra-
vate student mental health issues. Students were 
particularly concerned about developing trust 
among students and administration, navigating 
legal liability in relation to suicidal ideations and 
expanding campus resources given Kenyon’s 
rural location. 
“How do we manage having a dialogue with 
each other, but also getting the resources that 
we need?” Mazzolini asked Lee. “How can we 
ensure that our dialogue is heard when we don’t 
trust the administration?” 
After Mazzolini’s comment, Professor of 
Psychology Leah Dickens came up to the mi-
crophone and expressed her concerns about the 
mentality of the student body towards the ad-
ministration. 
“On this campus, we really seem to have an 
‘us versus them’ discord,” she said. “You men-
tioned how you don’t think you can trust the 
administration, and that really saddens me be-
cause your administration is here to support 
you.”
While Lee commended Dickens’ comment, 
adding that it is “easy to dehumanize an admin-
istration,” Mazzolini saw things differently. Af-
ter the event, she reached out to Vice President 
for Student Affairs Meredith Harper Bonham 
’92, asking for more details about the cost of this 
speaker.
“It cost $5,800 plus travel fees,” Mazzolini 
said. “The fact that they brought a speaker just 
shows that the student body and the adminis-
LINNEA MUMMA
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tration have different thoughts of what’s going to 
be helpful.”
Despite this continuous back-and-forth 
among students and administration, Lesser-
Roy emphasized the fact that the Task Force is 
working to improve resources on campus. She 
discussed the development of “wellness ambas-
sadors,” a combination of different departmen-
tal groups such as the PCs, Beer and Sex advi-
sors and Diversity Advisors. Essentially, wellness 
ambassadors are there to serve students from the 
very beginning of freshman year and onwards, 
providing individualized student support.
“When you [meet] your Orientation Leader, 
they’ll say ‘Here’s your wellness ambassador, 
contact them. Your freshman advisor sort of 
thing.’ So you always feel like there’s continued 
support,” she said.  
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What is Ohio’s state bird?
Angel Falls, the highest 
uninterrupted waterfall in the 
world, is located in which South 
American country?




























Since 1995, Bookstore Sales 
Floor Supervisor/Apparel Buyer 
Heather Peterson knew that she 
would end up as part of the Ke-
nyon community. The time in 
question was when her parents 
moved to Apple Valley, while she 
stayed in Boise, Idaho and visit-
ed about twice a year. It was on 
one of those visits that her par-
ents first brought her to the Ke-
nyon Bookstore. After that, she 
sought opportunities to go back 
as often as possible.
“We’d be in Columbus, driv-
ing back to their house in Apple 
Valley from the airport, and I’d 
be asking them, ‘When are we 
going to the Bookstore?’ So when 
the position became available, 
I applied, and I just thought, 
‘Maybe this is my chance.’” That 
was in 2015. Since then, Peterson 
has been handling sales, work-
ing with other Kenyon employ-
ees and taking the time to get 
to know many of the custom-
ers. “She’s kind of like a Book-
store angel, or a fairy godmoth-
er,” Teddy Hannah-Drullard ’20 
said. 
Since she was hired, Peter-
son has taken on a number of 
other roles at Kenyon. Many stu-
dents know Peterson as a DJ for 
WKCO, Kenyon’s student-run 
radio station. She hosts a week-
ly show called Revolution Rock, 
featuring some of her favorite 
bands from the 1990s, when she 
was living in the Pacific North-
west during its musical heyday. 
Peterson also plays a live set at 
WKCO Fest each year with her 
brother, Eric. Outside of her 
musical pursuits, she is an avid 
aromatherapist; she has offered 
on-campus workshops and often 
sells homemade essential oils at 
the Weather Vane in downtown 
Gambier. Last month, Peterson 
also hosted an event with the Na-
tional Alliance on Mental Illness 
in Mount Vernon where she ex-
plained the uses and misuses of 
aromatherapy.
 “Aromatherapy is about art,” 
she said. “It’s about an ancient 
art and knowledge about how to 
go about it.”
More recently, Peterson has 
her eyes set on a new endeavor—
serving as a campus mediator. 
“We have incredible opportu-
nities to learn from each other in 
the midst of differences that we 
may have,” Peterson said. “So 
to me, campus mediating is in-
viting two people to have that 
conversation that [they] may not 
know exactly how to start be-
cause of those differences.” Pe-
terson, who completed mediator 
training three weeks ago, noted 
that she had often found herself 
serving as an unofficial mediator 
in various situations, so this felt 
like a natural position for her to 
take on.
Peterson also serves on Ken-
yon’s LGBTQ+ Advisory Com-
mittee, overseen by Assistant 
Director of Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion Timothy Bussey, and is 
trying to connect Unity House 
with students at Mount Vernon 
Nazarene University (MVNU). 
Peterson described this work as 
very satisfying because it gives 
her the opportunity to build a 
community across colleges. LG-
BTQ+ students at Mount Ver-
non Nazarene are unable to 
form a recognized group and re-
serve spaces on their own cam-
pus, which makes it particularly 
challenging for them to meet. 
Peterson believes that bringing 
MVNU students to Unity will 
help them create a less restrictive 
setting for discussing LBTQ+ is-
sues.
“Working with her this year 
has been a blast, since her pas-
sion is infectious and she has a 
knack for gently encouraging me 
to be my best self,” said Hannah-
Drullard, who is one of Unity’s 
managers. Peterson, who previ-
ously worked for the University’s 
Schnormeier Art Gallery at the 
Buchwald Center in Mount Ver-
non, noted that although Kenyon 
and MVNU students may have 
different backgrounds, “your 
hearts are pretty similar. You’re 
all figuring out who you are and 
are constantly balancing things.”
Both on and off campus, Pe-
terson’s main priority is foster-
ing community. “We hear the 
word thrown all around, but 
what does it really mean—what 
can it mean?” she said. “Those 
are the things I’m really interest-
ed in talking about right now.”
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Heather Peterson poses for photo. Peterson is involved in a variety 
of organizations at both Kenyon and MVNU. | DORA SEGALL
Peterson works as a DJ, Committee member and Bookstore employee at Kenyon College.
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Meet Pod Save Kokosing: Kenyon’s newest political podcast
Jillian Countey ’20 was first in-
spired to create a podcast on campus 
centered around politics over two 
years ago, in the midst of a passion-
ate campuswide debate. The script 
of James Michael Playwright-in-
Residence and Professor of Drama 
Wendy McLeod’s play, The Good Sa-
maritan, left the entire Kenyon com-
munity feeling angry and in search 
of change. After finding the perfect 
partner in Kenyon Young Demo-
cratic Socialist co-founder Lucy Ir-
win ’20, the two have teamed up to 
put Countey’s initial vision into ac-
tion: This semester, they started their 
new podcast, Pod Save Kokosing. 
“We both thought that Kenyon 
needed a space where students [of all 
political ideologies] can talk about 
politics openly and feel safe, because 
we both feel nervous bringing up 
politics, even talking to [our] own 
friends. If you disagree with some-
one, you have this fear at Kenyon of 
feeling stupid, or like you’re in the 
minority,” Countey said. 
With this in mind, they invited 
Nat Henry ’20, the founder of the 
newly revived Republicans at Ken-
yon, to come on their first episode 
to discuss the experience of being a 
conservative on a liberal campus like 
Kenyon’s. Since then, they have invit-
ed a number of students, all of whom 
support different candidates for the 
2020 presidential election, onto the 
show, including Joe DeAngelo ’21, 
Meg Schimelpfenig ’20 and Cameron 
Austin ’20.  
Both Countey and Irwin consider 
themselves very liberal, yet often feel 
hesitant to voice their opinions.  
“[In some of these spaces,] people 
just write off other people, [and when] 
someone happen[s] to disagree, [the 
response is often,] ‘Oh, you’re unin-
formed, go read this and then come 
back to me’ instead of taking that up 
in the moment … I’m personally try-
ing to put an end to that insider you 
know, knowledge club,” Irwin said. 
Noting the genderedness typical of 
such political discussion, she added, 
“It’s such a boys club.”
They believe that it is this com-
bination of the fear of being in the 
minority and the fear of sounding 
uninformed that drives many Ken-
yon students—consciously or not—
to avoid discussing politics. The duo 
is highly aware of this, and makes a 
point of being accessible to the lay-
person. This is evident in Countey’s 
editing practices. 
“When I edit [the podcasts], I do 
have moments [when I consider cut-
ting imperfect comments]. I’m like, 
‘I could take this out’, [but I don’t, 
because] a) It’s kind of funny and 
b) I think it is good,” Countey said. 
“We’re not the authority and we don’t 
try to be the authority… We’re just 
two Kenyon students interested in 
politics and want to talk to people 
from different sides of politics.” 
Countey and Irwin may be the 
hosts of Pod Save Kokosing, but in a 
way, they are also the listeners; they 
hope to gain knowledge simply by 
making this podcast and asking the 
questions others may hesitate to ask. 
“There’s this predominating idea 
that you can’t be interested in poli-
tics if you don’t know as much as the 
next person about politics; you can’t 
get into politics and be like, ‘yeah, I’m 
just wondering what’s up’ without 
seeming ignorant … And [Countey 
and I] could change that by [asking 
these questions] ourselves,” Irwin 
said. 
Countey also noted that steering 
clear of this elitist rhetoric could not 
only positively impact political dis-
cussions at Kenyon, but nationwide, 
and could help put an end to the per-
petual systems of inequality. 
“Talking in this high minded elit-
ist way is not reaching [uneducated 
voters],” she said. 
Likewise, they are careful not to 
preach to their audience; the duo is 
much more interested in hearing 
what different people have to say. 
“[Not all voters are] going to be able 
to list [a candidate’s] political his-
tory,” Irwin said. “That’s not to say 
that you shouldn’t pursue an in depth 
analysis [of a candidate’s history and 
platforms]... But [basing a voting de-
cision on a candidate’s political his-
tory] is not at all how everyone votes.” 
In addition to creating a space for 
students of all political backgrounds 
to discuss the issues, Countey and 
Irwin also seek to ensure that it is a 
space for people of a variety of races, 
gender identities, sexual orientations 
and socio-economic backgrounds. 
“We want to make sure that we actu-
ally [hear from] different voices [on 
our podcast],” Irwin said.
Though both will graduate from 
Kenyon this spring, Countey and Ir-
win do not foresee this being the end 
of their podcast. “I hope that [Pod 
Save Kokosing] continues on after 
us, [and that] the spirit of not mak-
ing [politics] exclusive does, too,” Ir-
win said.
In creating Pod Save Kokosing, 
Countey and Irwin are not only 
working to ensure that many dif-
ferent opinions and perspectives are 
shared at Kenyon, but they are also 
creating a space where these voices 
can be heard. 
You can listen to new episodes of 
Pod Save Kokosing weekly on Sound-
Cloud at https://soundcloud.com/jil-
lian-countey-894431878. Interested in 
going on the show? For more informa-
tion, contact Jillian Countey ’20 and 
Lucy Irwin ’20 at countey1@kenyon.
edu and irwin1@kenyon.edu, respec-
tively. 
Pen pal project connects students with San Diego detainees
On Feb. 18, a dozen students at a table in 
Peirce Lounge set out to connect with a group 
of prisoners 1,991 miles away. The event’s two 
organizers waited for stragglers to arrive — 
Kat Norton ’20 passed around an attendance 
sheet, while Grace Korthuis ’23 sat next to an 
open laptop, waiting to initiate a video call. This 
was the first meeting of a program meant to 
last months, even years; a program created in 
response to a national immigration crisis that 
draws the concern of increasingly many stu-
dents. Rather than protest, these students would 
support their cause in another way — by writ-
ing letters to immigrants held in the Otay Mesa 
Detention Center.
Once enough students had arrived, Korthuis 
started the call and the face of Melanie Shelton 
’13, a San Diego-based immigration rights ac-
tivist, appeared onscreen. Shelton had reached 
out to Professor of Anthropology Ed Schort-
man, as well as the student organization Active 
Students Helping the Earth Survive (ASHES), 
for help in creating a pen pal project. Students 
would write weekly letters to detainees, with 
other students offering to translate if language 
became a barrier. 
Initially, Shelton wanted to put a handful 
of Kenyon students in contact with a couple of 
detainees at Otay Mesa, but she quickly learned 
how much enthusiasm there was for the project 
on both sides.
“Melanie was like, it’s okay if you have five 
or six people participating,” Norton said. “And 
we told her we had 15 people interested already, 
and she was like, ‘Oh great, I have 15 people on 
this side too.’ We’re having a larger correspon-
dence than we thought, which I’m kind of ex-
cited about.”
Otay Mesa, an immigration detention cen-
ter located in San Diego County, has become 
the target of heated criticism. While the inner 
workings of Otay Mesa are kept secret, pro-
testers complain that the center lacks sufficient 
medical facilities, has no support for detainees 
with mental health problems and abuses its 
prisoners for cheap labor. All of these, Shelton 
alleges, are true.
“If you express suicidal ideation, you will be 
placed in solitary confinement,” Shelton told the 
group. “Which obviously doesn’t help.” She de-
scribed another event in which a detainee came 
to a doctor to request mental health treatment: 
“The doctor actually recommended that he self-
deport, rather than try to get him the care he 
needed.”
Shelton’s organization does what it can to 
provide help to detainees. But for students at 
Kenyon, the most effective form of aid they can 
provide might be human connection. By having 
students write a letter every week to a detainee 
pen pal, Shelton hopes that they can help the 
people at Otay Mesa feel less alone.
“One misconception we don’t want to have 
is that this is about political activism,” Korthuis 
said. “It’s more about direct human connection, 
and making sure that people form relationships 
across different communities. I think that’s why 
this consistency of writing a letter every single 
week is super important — it’s because we re-
ally want to foster genuine connections, and we 
want these to be real relationships that we’re cre-
ating.”
Korthuis, who is a member of ASHES, 
thinks that activism is a worthy goal. However, 
when it comes to issues as legally mired as im-
migration, there are some things activism can’t 
accomplish. At the meeting, Shelton warned the 
group not to make promises they couldn’t keep. 
“If someone wants you to call a member of 
their family or send money, it’s okay to say no 
to that,” Shelton said. “[And] unfortunately, 
we cannot offer legal advice, nor can we even 
promise that we’ll find a lawyer. Immigration 
lawyers are hard to find, and very burnt out. 
Saying that we’ll help find a lawyer ends up rais-
ing people’s hopes, only to leave them more dis-
appointed at the end.”
Though the project may be small, the stu-
dents see it as a real way to create positive 
change.
“Sometimes—for me at least—[immigra-
tion] seems like an insurmountable problem,” 
Norton said. “You can go through the legal 
channels and you can use your vote to try and 
change immigration reform, but sometimes I 
feel powerless. But this seems like a very tangi-
ble way to at least do good for one person.”
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Left; The Pod Save Kokosing hosts record an episode of the podcast. Right: The official Pod Save Kokosing logo is pictured. | COURTESY OF POD SAVE KOKOSING
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Left: Abby Navin ’23 records one of the many songs she produces per day. Right: The cover of Jenny Jantzen ‘s ’23 first album.  | COURTESY OF NAVIN AND JANTZEN
Kenyon students build music scene from their dorm rooms 
Many of the Kenyon musicians you know 
probably participate in orchestra or choir, open 
mics and a capella shows or play in a band, 
opening for main acts at the Horn Gallery. 
Who you might not know are the musicians 
that keep their songs within the four walls of 
their dorm rooms, who trade amps and large 
audiences for Garageband and Spotify. For stu-
dents like Dani Martinez ’21, Maeve Griffin ’23, 
Jenny Jantzen ’23 and Abby Navin ’23, music 
isn’t about getting on stage, but rather creating 
music for music’s sake. Indeed, these four stu-
dents are “bedroom” artists: writing, producing 
and even marketing their own music from their 
dorm rooms. 
Martinez is a junior from East Brunswick, 
N.J., majoring in English with a minor in mu-
sic. Ultimately, her career goal after Kenyon is 
to score films. 
“It’s what I love to do most,” she said. Last 
year, Martinez wrote and produced an entire 
EP in her dorm room, titled after the beep. 
The project came out of a mere whim when 
she thought to herself, “Wouldn’t it be cool if I 
had my own music on Spotify?” It features four 
tracks, all of which are instrumental—barring 
a few voices in the title track, which features 
bits of voicemails taken from Martinez’s phone. 
Martinez describes her music/the song as “fair-
ly eclectic … an electronic, jazzy and synthe-
sized twist on the traditional contemporary 
piano piece.” She created the EP using Garage-
band, which came preinstalled on her laptop. 
“I’m lucky enough to own a beautiful 
MiniKorg synthesizer, so most of my music is 
made by connecting my synthesizer to my lap-
top, either with my interface or by using MIDI 
features of the program I’m using,” she said. Af-
ter the EP was finished, Martinez marketed it 
on music streaming platforms like Spotify with 
the help of an independent music distributor.
Martinez grew up on jazz, show tunes, rock 
and pop music, and was classically trained on 
both piano and clarinet. She idolized the likes of 
Elton John, Stevie Wonder, Ella Fitzgerald and 
Dave Brubeck, the influences of whom can be 
heard on her EP. Her top five artists today are 
Rex Orange County, Jacob Collier, H.E.R, Yeb-
ba and Mitski. Martinez is currently studying 
abroad and works as an intern for a film com-
poser.
Hailing from outside Chicago is first-year 
Maeve Griffin, a soon-to-be neuroscience and 
music double major who wants to either go into 
psychiatry, specializing in children with Au-
tism and Down Syndrome, or make a career 
out of her songwriting. The latter is for Grif-
fin, like for many young musicians, a terrifying 
prospect. 
“I absolutely love writing music and am su-
per passionate about it,” said Griffin. “But hon-
estly, there aren’t a lot of stable jobs available 
in that field, so I’m going to take some time at 
school to consider both paths.” 
Griffin began recording music at the age of 
12 with the help of the workers at the place she 
took voice lessons. “There were producers there 
that were also teachers of voice and guitar. I ba-
sically just watched them for a year or so as they 
produced my music and taught myself from 
that,” she said. “I started off on Garageband, and 
over time I introduced myself to LogicProX, 
purchased my own recording equipment and 
started producing my own music in my base-
ment at home. When I needed to troubleshoot 
or if I ever ran into a problem during producing, 
I would usually just go onto YouTube and look 
up tutorials on how to do certain things.” 
Griffin has two singles and one EP on Spo-
tify, falling under the alternative pop genre. Her 
musical influences include early rock music and 
oldies, as well as traditional Irish music. Some 
of her favorite artists at the moment include 
Inannet James, H.E.R. and Tyler the Creator. 
Since starting at Kenyon, she has been writing 
music avidly, but hasn’t been able to fully pro-
duce anything yet because “resources are so 
limited [here].” However, she hopes to get some 
production done in the next few weeks. Aside 
from being a self-proclaimed “bedroom artist,” 
Griffin also performs in the a capella group The 
Owl Creeks and in the Chamber Singers en-
semble, though she hopes to “link up with other 
people to do some performances” in a live-band 
setting. 
Like Martinez, Griffin eventually ap-
proached a distribution company, Distrokid, to 
make her songs more easily accessible on plat-
forms like Spotify and Apple Music. “I’d totally 
recommend it to anyone looking to put their 
self-produced music up on different streaming 
services,” she said. 
Two other first years engaging in the under-
ground “bedroom pop” scene are Abby Navin 
and Jenny Jantzen. Navin is a Vermont native 
who labels herself as a “loose musician.” She 
sings and plays guitar in her bedroom with no 
audience beyond the people down the hall. She 
has one song on Bandcamp under the pseud-
onym Bad Messenger, titled “fearful feelings,” 
the description of which reads “100% made up 
on the spot, so if it 100% sucks then that’s why.” 
Navin usually writes music only for herself, 
though she hopes to one day get the courage to 
put some of it out. 
“Strictly my music is in my room; it doesn’t 
leave unless I send it to a person … I don’t want 
to put out something I produced that I don’t 
like,” Navin said. She writes multiple songs a 
day, recording them on her phone but never 
publishing them. “I just bought a few new mi-
crophones and began recording myself with 
Garageband,” she said, explaining future plans 
to put out her music for the public. Navin ad-
heres to no specific genre of music, describing 
her style as slower-paced. Her main influences 
are Jorja Smith and Julia Jacklin. Having grown 
up on The Grateful Dead, she takes a lot of lyri-
cal inspiration from them as well as The Cure. 
Currently, she runs a radio show on WKCO 
with fellow first year Seth Lockwood ’23, titled 
“Happy 2 Be Here,” which Navin describes as 
“half music, half trivia, half fun.”
Jantzen is perhaps the only of these musi-
cians who doubles as a bedroom artist and an 
actual performer. In Boston, Jantzen worked at 
the nonprofit Girls Rock Campaign, acting as 
a musical mentor to young girls aged six to 16. 
The organization helped Jantzen come into her 
own as a musician. “A lot of it was stepping up 
and being an example—being a loud and crazy 
musician,” she said. “Knowing it made them 
[the mentees] feel more confident was like, ‘Oh, 
I can do this, I could always do this!’” 
Soon after the program, Jantzen went on to 
record her own album at her high school’s re-
cording studio. The indie-pop album, Glitter 
Glue, can be found on Spotify and features sev-
en original compositions by Jantzen.While she 
didn’t have any hands-on experience in record-
ing and producing—this was done with the help 
of a school employee—she learned a lot simply 
by watching the process. Aside from having her 
own music career as a solo artist, Jantzen is a 
drummer for the Kenyon band Mount Vermin. 
For these four students, music is a self-made, 
self-produced venture. From having their own 
songs on Spotify, to simply having their mu-
sic recorded on the Voice Memos app on their 
phone, these students have built an under-
ground music scene at Kenyon, one that hope-
fully will grow over time.
MIKAYLA CONNOLLY
ARTS EDITOR
Left: Dani Martinez ’21 pictured playing the piano. Middle: Maeve Griffin ’23 Right: Griffin’s cover art for her new single “seasons.” | COURTESY OF GRIFFIN AND MARTINEZ
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On Thursday, Feb. 13, stu-
dents and faculty sat down in 
the darkened Gund Gallery 
Foundation Theater to hear 
Mitra Fabian ’96 give a presen-
tation about the works she has 
created, from those just after 
she graduated from Kenyon to 
her current works. Last semes-
ter, her work was displayed in 
Gund Gallery as part of the 
Alumnae: 50 Years exhibition.
Fabian’s main style and me-
diums have varied greatly over 
the years, but one constant in 
her artistic approach is the 
mixing of organic and syn-
thetic materials. Using these 
materials, Fabian comments 
on environmental issues, 
highlighting the artificial na-
ture of our daily lives, such as 
by her creation of fake yards. 
This trajectory of her work 
was inspired by her time spent 
studying abroad in Australia. 
“What I witnessed there 
really changed my art trajec-
tory,” she said. “Just seeing 
how other artists were work-
ing and being totally wowed 
by the natural world there 
which was unlike anything I 
had ever seen before.” She par-
ticularly explores this idea in 
her earlier works, with a dis-
tinct juxtaposition created by 
the sharp and soft aspects of 
her pieces.
Fabian often used abstract 
materials for her projects, one 
of which includes Scotch tape. 
With the tape, she created bul-
bous figures standing in for 
people in completely artifi-
cial scenes. One of her biggest 
works that features this tech-
nique is “Room for Recovery,” 
which used an entire room 
and featured several different 
scenes with figures that also 
seemed in some places seemed 
to emerge from the walls. This 
the last of her “Scotch tape 
phase,” as she became more 
concerned about her environ-
mental footprint and decided 
to focus on using materials 
that did not create as much 
waste. 
From that point on, she 
used materials that were left 
over from local industries in 
the area surrounding her stu-
dio in California, experiment-
ing with balloons by creating 
plaster casts from them. As 
her style evolved, Fabian also 
started creating bigger and 
bigger pieces, culminating 
in works made from miles of 
leftover window lines that re-
sembled toxic spills. Around 
that time, Fabian claimed she 
was “more concentrating on 
‘what can I find that isn’t new 
consumption’ that still fits the 
paradigm of what I was try-
ing to express.” She even went 
so far as to describe herself as 
a crow obsessed with finding 
the “shiny things.”
Her current work uses left-
over electric components such 
as resistors, capacitors and di-
odes. Fabian began by experi-
menting with large quantities 
used in drawings that could 
be hung. Later, she managed 
to use them in a three-dimen-
sional manner by creating ce-
ramics and using the electric 
pieces to adorn the work. 
Through her presentation, 
Fabian highlights how one’s 
style can shift throughout the 
passage of time, but still her 
universal theme remains the 
same: raising awareness for 
environmental issues through 




Kenyon,s Black Student Union invites slam poet Porsha O. 
Left: Porsha O. recites poetry from memory as she moves around the stage. Right: Edward Moreta '22 reads his poetry bringing him out of "retirement." | LAUREN MAZZA
 Porsha Olayiwola (or Porsha O.), 
Boston’s poet laureate and an Indi-
vidual World Poetry Slam champion, 
graced Peirce Pub as part of Black 
Student Union’s celebrations for Black 
History Month. Students stirred anx-
iously waiting for the performance to 
begin, and friendly, supportive ener-
gy permeated the crowd. 
Leading up to Porsha O.’s reading, 
six student poets recited their own 
work on issues concerning nearly ev-
erything from identity to race. 
As the poets geared up to go on 
stage, their first steps into the spot-
light each ignited a round of bois-
terous applause and cheering from 
members of the audience. Each had 
their own distinct voice when reading 
their work; Mo Kamara ’22 and Selam 
Habtemariam ’22 even sang sections 
of their poems.
The most common theme of the 
night’s poetry was racial injustice, an 
oft talked about aspect of Black His-
tory Month. While some had comedic 
undertones, others were deeply seri-
ous and drew intense focus and em-
pathy from the audience. One poet 
wrote, “Kenyon will never be safe for 
black bodies,” setting off a series of 
snaps and vocal reactions from the 
audience. Edward Moreta ’22 came 
“out of retirement” for his reading, in 
which he performed four pieces, the 
last of which discussed being a per-
son of color in a white-dominated 
space—in this particular instance, 
reading in Prospect Park, Brook-
lyn, where people would glare at him 
for reading a book. Sound of agree-
ment echoed from the crowd, signify-
ing that Moreta had touched upon a 
shared experience. 
 Closing the section of student 
slam poets, Kamara provided the in-
troduction for Porsha O., who she has 
been a fan since she was 15 years old. 
Porsha O. defines herself as being 
“half-Chicagoan and half-Nigerian,” 
and the “half-Chicagoan” part of her 
identity prompted a series of Chica-
go-related inquiries from members of 
the audience from the Windy City. 
Porsha O. read from her book 
I Shimmer Sometimes, Too, pub-
lished in January of 2019. Through-
out, she would look at the book for 
one poem, but then abruptly drop it 
and recite another from her head. She 
performed both ways with the same 
fervor and graceful hand gestures, re-
sulting in a captivating and powerful 
performance. 
“My trick is to go slow so I can 
process what I’m saying, because the 
nerves are going to make it go faster 
anyway,” she said.
Her poetry and style of reading 
caused a visceral reaction in the audi-
ence, often through laughter, but also 
with a thoughtful “Oh” as if her sen-
tence vocalized something difficult 
to put into words. 
Many of Porsha O.’s poems are cen-
tered around being black, gay or fe-
male; she defines herself as an afrofu-
turistic poet, a term coined by author 
Mark Dery in 1993 to describe poets 
exploring the intersection between 
the African Diaspora and technology. 
Porsha O. has a unique connection 
with poetry which clearly comes out 
on stage. Her indelible presence is 
now impressioned on Peirce Pub, Ke-
nyon and Black History Month. 
FREDRIKE GIRON-GIESSEN
ARTS EDITOR
Student poets and Porsha O. read poetry in Peirce Pub to celebrate Black History Month.
Visiting artist Mitra Fabian ,96 discusses her change in style
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On Feb. 1, a man showed up uninvited at the Gund 
Gallery, where he began filming young kids and accus-
ing the Gund Gallery’s Story Time program of brain-
washing. This incident should alarm us — indeed, the 
ease with which this man was able to walk uninvited into 
Gund Gallery should lead the College to consider more 
stringent methods of monitoring unwelcome visitors. 
Unfortunately, this week’s news story reveals more ques-
tions than it does answers on how to deal with people 
who come to campus with the stated goal of spreading 
hate. However, it should convey to all of us the gravity 
of taking our campus’ openness for granted. We at the 
Collegian encourage the College’s faculty, staff and stu-
dents to think more creatively about what it takes to en-
sure that Kenyon keeps its fundamental promise to stu-
dents. Students should be free to think critically, ask big 
questions and live together amicably. Intruders who tell 
us that our whole project at Kenyon is a sin condemnable 
to an eternity in hell have not bought into the College’s 
mission. We are under no obligation to pay lip service 
to them. 
Campus visitors are a tricky subject. As Chaplain and 
Priest-in-Charge of Harcourt Parish Rachel Kessler ’04 
rightly pointed out, outright banning religious ideolo-
gies from public spaces would likely only play into the 
narrative that their ideas are under attack. The notion of 
keeping random folks out of Gund Gallery during pro-
gramming for children, though, is not as overbearing. 
Whenever our campus is infiltrated by people who do 
not even pretend to like us, we tend to let the situation 
blow over. The Gallery incident reveals that simply ig-
noring these people is not the answer. 
Hoping to change the minds of Middle Path preach-
ers through civil discourse is also not the answer, though. 
In 2018, the Middle Path preachers displayed signs list-
ing ‘God’s role for women’ and denigrating all forms of 
queerness as sin. Students expressed dismay over how 
little regard the preachers had for the effects their words 
might have on students struggling with their own iden-
tity. The preachers, while they have humored Kenyon 
students that have tried to confront their ideas, are not 
there to listen.
The man who showed up at the Gund Gallery repre-
sents an more dangerous manifestation of this behavior. 
When we are navigating through the complicated pro-
cess of identity formation, self-discovery and self-knowl-
edge, our childhoods serve as very important bases for 
figuring out who we want to be—and, just as impor-
tantly, who we think we are allowed to be. It is hard to 
imagine how jarring an experience like this would be for 
a young kid. 
Questions of identity notwithstanding, there are se-
rious ethical implications to the intruder’s actions that 
should give us all pause. Here we have a man with clear 
intentions of disrupting an event so harmless as read-
ing a book to young kids who was able to, for the most 
part, do as he pleased before the parents and Ashley Li 
’22 caught wind of what was happening. 
Kenyon’s open campus and inviting Middle Path can 
make us forget that there are folks out there who do not 
agree with the fundamental values of toleration, free ex-
pression and critical thought that make a liberal arts col-
lege what it is. The man that disrupted the Story Time 
event declared that he would be back. The College should 
start making efforts to guarantee that he will not be.  
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief 
Becca Foley ’20 and  Adam Schwager ’20 and executive 
director Tommy Johnson ’20. You can contact them at fol-
ey1@kenyon.edu, schwager1@kenyon.edu and johnson1@
kenyon.edu, respectively.
Kenyon is not known for having an 
overbearing Greek culture. According 
to Kenyon’s website, approximately 25 
percent of the student body are mem-
bers of a Greek organization. In com-
parison to other schools, your social life 
won’t end if you aren’t part of a sorority 
or fraternity and it is possible to have 
friends both inside and outside of your 
Greek organization. That said, the cur-
rent system at Kenyon fosters competi-
tiveness between femme-identifying 
students who rush, due to the fact that 
there are simply not enough sororities 
on campus to accommodate the num-
ber of female students interested.
Some would argue that a solution to 
this would be to just get rid of Greek 
life altogether, but I think the numbers 
show that there are enough students at 
Kenyon who want to pursue the option 
of Greek life. This year, 235 students 
registered for recruitment. Of those 
students, 86 were not matched. The 
numbers were roughly the same last 
year when I rushed: 200-plus people 
hoping to join an organization, with 
only 40 to 50 spots across four sorori-
ties for the femme-identifying people 
who registered. Since there are more 
fraternities on campus and they are less 
exclusive than sororities, it is safe to as-
sume that the majority of those 86 stu-
dents were femme-identifying. 
I was one of those girls last year who 
did not get their bid returned and even 
though I was initially disappointed, I 
am not bitter about it nor has it made 
me anti-Greek. I think sororities and 
fraternities add an important social 
outlet for people and the way that the 
system is set up at Kenyon—with di-
visions being inside dorms and not in 
separate buildings, and Greek orga-
nizations holding all-campus social 
events—helps to combat the traditional 
toxic exclusivity associated with Greek 
life at other schools. 
However, one of the implications 
of the rushing process is that it is por-
trayed as less competitive than it actu-
ally is. One of the things I remember 
all the potential new members being 
told at the start of the rush week was 
that we were the ones in the driver’s 
seat; in other words, the Greek organi-
zations were trying to impress us and 
we shouldn’t feel like we had to impress 
them. However, the further I got into 
the rush process, the more I began to 
feel like that wasn’t exactly true. A lim-
ited number of spots mean that some 
people are going to get chosen over oth-
ers and by default, that promotes exclu-
sivity and competition. 
In addition, there are six fraternities 
at Kenyon and four sororities, mean-
ing that male students have more op-
tions when it comes to Greek life and 
the process is not nearly as competitive. 
This past rush season, 149 bids were 
signed but only 46 of those were for so-
rorities. Having more sorority options 
at Kenyon would not only balance out 
the fraternity-sorority ratio but also 
give students the ability to choose an 
organization that more fully fits their 
interests and beliefs. 
Each Greek organization at Ken-
yon is unique in its own way and offers 
something to the overall campus. Many 
people and I would argue especially 
women, feel empowered by being part 
of an organization that supports them. 
Giving people more options to find 
a community that fits them is always 
something that should be supported. 
Kenyon already has a Greek system that 
is more welcoming than other schools 
and adding more sororities to campus 
life will only improve the system for ev-
eryone who chooses to be involved. 
Genevieve Harding ’22 is a religious 
studies major from Columbus, Ohio. 
You can contact her at harding1@ken-
yon.edu.
Gallery intruder
reveals the need for 
more dialogue on 
campus openness
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5. Sorority or 
fraternity role model
8. Guest at Oscars or 
Grammys
13. Silly putty, e.g.
15. To sacrifice a lamb, 
in Biblical times
16. The first of 
Kenyon’s goodly race
18. One of two teams 
to use the KAC pool
19. “Excuse me!”
20. Short-term




27. Harry Potter’s star 
sign
28. Circles, askance
30. Like a well-
pitched game
32. Fish (and some-
times human) food





41. Diamond weight, 
lightened of its vowels
42. Metropolitan haze





50. “In sickness and in 
health”
52. Like a certain 
Middle Path protestor















2. Med. research 
foundation
3. Peyton’s younger 
bro
4. “I can resist 
everything except 
temptation” speaker
5. Antoni Porowski, 
perhaps
6. With low supply
7. “Golly!”
8. Rhyming synonym 
of “stash”
9. Many residence 
halls have this port
10. Ideal soil for 38-
Down
11. Starts both nature 
and nurture?
12. Jazz-loving insect
14. Heteronymic city, 
in Illinois or Egypt
17. Drops a line or two
20. Kin
21. Like a maiden 
name
22. Russian author, 
with 27-Across as 
given name
24. Hot end for exo or 
endo
25. What might come 
after a Trump tweet, 
in the NYT
26. Class mom org.
29. Slimy sucker
31. Burden of proof
33. Old K inhabitant, 
perhaps
35. Puddles, to 
sneakers
37. Some spot in the 
Indian Ocean, to 
Gambier
38. Like much of Knox 
County
39. PHYS 145 or BIOL 
109Y















56. Neither he nor 
they
57. Dems’ rival
58. Like one George 
of the American 
Revolution





Congrats to Haley Cohen ’23 for being the first to submit a correct solution to last 
issue’s puzzle!
 Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your finished crossword to  cross-
word@kenyoncollegian.com for the chance to get a shoutout!
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As a first year at Kenyon, 
the novelty and excitement 
of going to college in a small 
town has not worn off, and 
I don’t think it ever will. I 
knew what I wanted, and the 
quaintness of Kenyon and 
Gambier is exactly that. My 
mindset has always been, “I 
have my whole life to live in a 
big city, when am I ever going 
to be able to live in a small 
town with no real responsi-
bilities again?” Even if you 
are struck by cabin fever, it’s 
important to recognize the 
joys of going to school in a 
small town, and for all of us 
who are able to see that, we 
don’t want to hear that you’re 
constantly unsatisfied. 
I often hear students refer 
to Kenyon as “isolated” or “in 
the middle of nowhere,” and 
this remark almost always 
has a negative spin on it. My 
question is this: Why is this 
negative? I think it’s roman-
tic. Kenyon, to me, is like an 
intellectual oasis tucked away 
in a small town in central 
Ohio, and it’s the perfect ha-
ven for focusing on yourself, 
on your relationships—and 
on your ambitions. Whining 
about its location is unrea-
sonable. The opportunity to 
cut yourself off from distrac-
tion and hustle and bustle is 
an extraordinary liberty. We 
get to focus on ourselves for 
four years in a small town. 
Gambier and Mount Ver-
non are established towns 
with real people who lead 
lives every day that are com-
pletely beyond the scope of 
our perspective here on the 
Hill. It frustrates me when 
people complain about the 
area around Kenyon. It isn’t 
the burden of Gambier or 
Mount Vernon to entertain a 
bunch of college kids. Their 
citizens don’t owe you any-
thing—we’re here to go to 
school. 
Kenyon does a great job of 
creating events and activi-
ties for students that often 
go unattended. Students will 
grumble about having noth-
ing to do but in the same 
breath say they’re planning to 
stay in bed all day.
I often hear my fellow 
first years ranting about the 
dorms and longing to be an 
upperclassman living in an 
apartment with friends. Why 
be in such a rush to grow up? 
You’ll have the rest of your 
life to live in apartments, so 
appreciate the experience of 
living in a dorm—chances 
are, you’ll never do it again. 
More broadly, sharing your 
space with other people is 
an important experience to 
have. It teaches adaptability 
and social skills. The oppor-
tunity to live in one building 
with people who are in the 
same stage of life as you are 
is rare. Just as Kenyon is an 
oasis of growth and academ-
ics, the dorm is a microcosm 
of friendship and fun. Don’t 
wish your experience away.
Kenyon students self-iden-
tify as “open-minded” and 
“accepting.” I believe that 
the majority of us are, but it’s 
the ultimate hypocrisy to be 
judgmental towards where we 
live and go to school. If we as 
students are so f lexible and 
adaptable, can’t we find the 
joy in our school and every-
thing it offers? Can’t we all 
see the merit of living free 
from distraction? 
Kenyon gathers students 
from all over the country and 
all over the world to the top of 
a hill in rural Ohio where we 
form relationships with each 
other and broaden our world-
views. Think about what is 
possible here that isn’t pos-
sible anywhere else, and take 
advantage of every opportu-
nity—even if it seems weird 
to you. We live in a bubble. 
This is not real life. So before 
real life begins, it’s important 
to savor every aspect of our 
experience at Kenyon. 
Laura Woomer ’23 is an 
undeclared major from John’s 
Creek, Ga. You can contact 
her at woomer1@kenyon.edu.
It’s time we start embracing the beauty of the Kenyon bubble
LAURA WOOMER
CONTRIBUTOR
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Left: Kase Cronin ‘23 shoots over a defender. Right: Ellie Schaub ‘21 looks to drive. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA AND COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS
Lords and Ladies lacrosse excel in first game of the season
Matijasich and Schaub shine for Ladies, Lords fall to 6-18
The Kenyon College men’s bas-
ketball team lost two games this past 
week. First, they were outlasted by 
Wabash College at home this week-
end and later fell to Ohio Wesleyan 
University (OWU) Wednesday night. 
Last Saturday, the Lords hosted 
the Wabash Little Giants at Tomsich 
Arena. Wabash proved to be a tough 
opponent. According to head coach 
Dan Priest, “Wabash has emerged 
as one of the better teams not just in 
the NCAC, but in the country. We 
had one of our best games offensive-
ly but their ability to score and shoot 
the 3-point shot was the difference.” 
This proved to be true, as Wabash hit 
52.5 percent of their field goals and 60 
percent of their 3-pointers as Kenyon 
struggled to keep up offensively. 
Ugnius Zilinskas ’21 led the game 
with a total of 19 points, while Elijah 
Davis ’22 and Carter Powell ’20 each 
added 14 points of their own to the 
score. However, within the first four 
minutes of play, the visitors pulled 
ahead 14-8. Kenyon did fight back to 
tie the score at 19, but come halftime, 
Wabash had gained a 42-32 advan-
tage. 
In the second half, the Lords 
gained the lead with 16 minutes left 
in the second half. Forward Alex Cate 
’20 hit two free throws that brought 
the score to 50-46. This was the last 
time Kenyon was able to pull ahead. 
The Terriers regained the lead and 
held it until the game ended with a fi-
nal score of 91-79. 
Finally, last night, the Lords lost 
67-55 to the Ohio Wesleyan Univer-
sity Battling Bishops, falling to 6-18 
on the season and 3-14 in conference 
play. The story of the night was the 
Bishops defense, which held Zilins-
kas to just 11 points. Powell stepped 
up for the Lords, though, contribut-
ing 10 rebounds in addition to his 
12 points. While the Lords shot well 
from beyond the arc, it was the Bish-
ops’ ability to score inside and get to 
the free-throw line that gave them the 
advantage in a game that they con-
trolled from end to end. 
The Lords will wrap up their sea-
son at Tomsich Arena this Saturday at 
4 p.m. against Allegheny College. 
This past week, the Ladies basket-
ball team played two games, beating 
Washington and Jefferson College 
before falling in a close game to Ohio 
Wesleyan University (OWU). 
The Ladies put on a shooting exhi-
bition as they defeated the Washing-
ton and Jefferson College Presidents 
72-66 in Saturday afternoon’s non-
conference game. Riding the mo-
mentum from their last win against 
Hiram College, Paige Matijasich ’20 
and Ellie Schaub ’21 remained hot. 
Each made a trio of 3-pointers, while 
Grace Connery ’22 added a couple of 
her own. Kenyon drained an impres-
sive 11-for-23 (47.8 percent) of their 
3-point shots. Matijasich had game 
highs in every major statistic with 24 
points, eight rebounds, four assists 
and four steals, while Schaub posted 
17 points and four steals of her own. 
Kenyon jumped out to a quick 
19-6 lead in the first quarter of play, 
but the Presidents answered with a 
13-0 run to tie the game. Over the 
next two quarters, the two teams 
would go on scoring runs only for 
their opponent to respond with their 
own great spell of play immediately 
after. 
Heading into the final two min-
utes of the fourth quarter, the Ladies 
trailed 64-63, before Maddy Ander-
son ’22 drained a 3-pointer with 1:14 
remaining to put the Ladies ahead 
66-64. The Presidents tied it up on the 
ensuing possession, but Matijasich 
struck back with another 3 to put the 
Ladies ahead for good. Schaub made 
a pair of free throws and Anderson 
added another to give Kenyon a 72-
66 win.  
In this week’s second matchup, 
against OWU, the Ladies fought hard 
throughout, but ended up losing 59-
55. The Ladies were once again led by 
Schaub and Matijasich, who notched 
15 and 13 points respectively. Schaub 
added six rebounds, six assists and 
three steals to her stat line, while 
Matijasich also grabbed six rebounds. 
OWU got out to a fast start by put-
ting an emphasis on driving the ball 
to the hoop. They were able to turn 
those trips into the paint into either 
high-percentage shots or trips to the 
free-throw line. OWU scored 20 of 
their total points inside the paint and 
converted on 22-26 from the line. The 
Yeowomen’s defense was also stifling, 
forcing the Ladies to take contested 
shots from deep and shoot a ghastly 
7-23 from beyond the arc. 
The Ladies will try to regain their 
winning ways in Kenyon’s final game 
of the regular season this Saturday at 








The Kenyon Ladies lacrosse team 
marched to a triumphant victory in 
their first game of the season, domi-
nating the Westminster College (Pa.) 
Titans by a score of 19-2. Opening up 
regular season play at Kenyon’s Ben-
son Bowl, the Ladies put their home 
advantage to good use. Kenyon came 
out to a roaring start in the first half, 
tallying 10 unanswered goals before 
the Titans managed to get on the 
scoresheet. 
The Ladies came into the second 
half winning by a margin of 11-1. 
Their control of the game continued, 
with the Ladies putting away anoth-
er eight goals, conceding only one in 
the final minutes of the match. 
Avery Morgan ’20, Maggie 
Grabowski ’20 and newcomer Julia 
Losey ’23 all managed hat tricks in 
the high-scoring game, while Julia 
Mahoney ’21, Brett Bearrows ’22 and 
Ella Murphy ’23 each notched two. 
The Ladies ended up with 10 total 
scorers and 11 players recording at 
least one point. Tatumn Eccleston ’23 
made a splash, notching five total as-
sists throughout the game. Caroline 
O’Neil ’23, had two assists. The final 
two assists for the Ladies came from 
Grabowski and Mahoney. Morgan 
notes that the team’s first years have 
“really immersed themselves well in 
the program and bring a lot of new 
energy to the team.” In net, the La-
dies featured two first-year goalkeep-
ers, Tori Simon and Delaney Galla-
gher, who each made one save and 
conceded one goal. 
Kenyon’s game control did not just 
stop with the scoreline: They out-
shot their opponents 38-8, with 28 
of those shots being on goal as com-
pared to the Titans’ four. They also 
conceded only 11 turnovers to West-
minsters’ 23.
The Ladies compete next on Feb. 
22 against John Carroll University 
(Oh.). Morgan believes that moving 
forward, the team’s biggest focus will 
be on “incorporating new styles of 
play.” 
The Kenyon Lords lacrosse team be-
gan its season with a dominant perfor-
mance, beating the Washington & Jef-
ferson College Presidents (Pa.) 11-2. 
This is the third straight year the Lords 
have played the Presidents in their sea-
son opener, and the Lords have won all 
three games with a whopping 50-7 com-
bined margin.
The Presidents had no answer for 
the Lords’ potent offense; Kenyon had 
59 shots compared to the Presidents 21, 
and a 13-to-4 faceoff win rate. 
The first half was fairly low-scoring, 
containing only two of the eventual 
13 total goals, both from Mike Matteo 
’22. The Lords offense exploded in the 
second half: Will Robbins ’21 tallied a 
hat-trick and Weston Powell ’22 put up 
two goals. Other goal contributors for 
the Lords were Joe Bolea ’21, Sam Hum-
phrey ’20, Rex Thors ’23 and Will Har-
rigan ’23. David Metzger ’21 was stellar 
on the defensive end, as the junior goal-
keeper only let in two goals, both in the 
third quarter.
Despite the convincing statistical 
victory, the Lords still see room for im-
provement.
“Honestly we’re trying to ignore the 
fact that we won, because this game defi-
nitely revealed some things that we need 
to work on,” defender Joseph Pozo ’23 
said. “This game was more of a scout-
ing report than anything that showed us 
what we needed to work on for the more 
important game we have [on] Saturday.”
Ryan Dillon ’22 echoed the need for 
improvement.
“We are pleased to have won our 
first game, but it wasn’t a perfect per-
formance,” Dillon said. “There are some 
things that we know need improvement, 
so the first game was very important 
in setting a foundation for a successful 
season.”
The Lords’ next game is against the 
Capital University (Ohio) Crusaders on 
Feb. 22 at Kenyon’s Benson Bowl. After 
winning over the Crusaders in a thrill-
ing 8-7 overtime victory last year, the 
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The Lords celebrate their first NCAC championship in 12 years .NCAC Swimmer of the Year Luis Weekes ’22 led Kenyon to victory.. | COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
JORDY FEE-PLATT
SPORTS EDITOR
Hart breaks national record, Ladies finish in second place
Lords secure first NCAC Championship in over a decade
This past weekend, the Kenyon 
Lords swimming and diving team 
won the 2020 NCAC Swimming and 
Diving Championships at the Trum-
bull Aquatics Center on the campus 
of Denison University. This is the 
Lords’ first NCAC title since 2008 and 
their league-leading 24th champion-
ship win.
The Lords stunned Denison’s Big 
Red, who had won the NCAC title for 
11 years straight. Kenyon captured 
the team title with 30 All-NCAC 
finishes in 21 total events and ended 
up with 11 individual NCAC titles 
over the four-day meet, which be-
gan on Wednesday night. The Lords 
amassed 1,913 points, edging out the 
defending champions who finished 
with 1,765 points while winning nine 
events and posting 23 All-NCAC per-
formances. Wabash College trailed 
in third place with 1,264 points and 
only one event win and were followed 
by DePauw University (1,022), the 
College of Wooster (900), Allegheny 
College (768.5), Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity (670.5), Oberlin College (494), 
Wittenberg University (412) and Hi-
ram College (8). 
Winning three individual titles 
and one relay title in the event, Ke-
nyon’s Luis Weekes ’22 was named 
the NCAC Men’s Swimmer of the 
Year. In his first win on Thursday, 
Weekes broke the NCAC record for 
the 200-yard individual medley with 
a time of 1:47.82. In his next event, 
joined by teammates David Fitch ’21, 
Marcus Hong ’21 and Cherantha De 
Silva ’23, Weekes helped to post an-
other NCAC record in the 200-yard 
medley relay, where the four swam 
a combined time of 1:27.42. On Fri-
day, Weekes notched another win 
in the 100-yard breasts troke (55.16), 
and in his final event, he broke the 
NCAC 200-yard breaststroke record 
with a time of 1:58.50. In all four 
wins, Weekes recorded NCAA “B” 
cut times, which puts him on track to 
swim at the NCAA Championships 
next month. 
Kenyon’s Drew Albrecht ’23 was 
awarded the NCAC Men’s Diver of 
the Year award after sweeping both 
diving events. He scored 458.90 
points on the 1-meter board and 
500.05 in the 3-meter competition, 
regional qualifying scores in both 
events. To qualify for the NCAA 
Championship, Albrecht will travel 
back to Granville on Feb. 28-29 to 
compete in the Central regional com-
petition.
Other Kenyon victories came 
from Connor Rumpit ’20 and Hong, 
who helped Kenyon build an early 
lead at the conference meet. In the 
1,650-yard freestyle, Rumpit defeated 
Denison’s Dayen Wilson by only .39 
seconds with a final time of 15:31.01. 
It was a season-best mark for Rumpit 
and it met NCAA “B” cut standards. 
Hong defeated Denison’s Noah 
Houskeeper by another small margin 
of just .25 seconds in the 100-yard in-
dividual medley with a mark of 50.27. 
Kenyon secured their lead over 
Denison in the 200-yard butterfly. 
Fitch, Reilly Shields ’20 and Bry-
an Fitzgerald ’22 claimed second 
through fourth respectively while 
adding an impressive 90 points to Ke-
nyon’s total. All three swimmers also 
met NCAA “B” cut standards.
The Lords additionally had 
runner-up finishes from Nicholas 
Tong ’22 in the 200-yard backstroke 
(1:47.97) and Joe Black ’22 in the 100-
yard freestyle (44.64), while Mick 
Bartholomew ’20 and Colin Bowling 
’23 finished in third place during the 
200-yard breaststroke (2:00.61) and 
1,650-yard freestyle (15:33.98) respec-
tively. 
It was ultimately an all-around 
dominant performance from the 
Lords, who are once again NCAC 
conference champions. Swimmers 
who are trying to make their last push 
for Nationals qualification will com-
pete this Saturday at the annual Ke-
nyon Fast Chance Invitational in the 
James A. Steen Aquatic Center. The 
NCAA championships will take place 
from Mar. 18-21 in Greensboro, N.C.
JOE WINT
SPORTS EDITOR
Crile Hart ’21 swims in the 200-yard backstroke. Hart not only won the event, but 
broke a conference record in the process .| COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS
On Feb. 12, the Kenyon College wom-
en’s swimming and diving team traveled 
to Denison University to compete in the 
2020 NCAC Championship. The Ladies 
entered the championships ranked No. 
3 in the D-III national rankings. Since 
their first NCAC victory in 1985, the La-
dies have claimed 26 titles—more than 
any other program in the conference. 
In this year’s competition, they came 
up just a bit short in their quest for their 
third straight conference title, finishing 
in second behind the top-ranked team in 
the country: the Denison Big Red. De-
spite this, they still performed well, fin-
ishing with 1,787 points, over 600 more 
than third-place Allegheny College. 
The four-day event commenced at 
Denison’s Trumball Aquatics Center 
with Wednesday evening’s 800-yard 
freestyle relay. In an extremely close race 
that exemplified many of the weekend’s 
results, the Ladies’ “A” relay team fell to 
the Big Red by just .02 seconds. Soon af-
ter, in the 200-yard freestyle relay, Ken-
yon again finished in second by a slim 
margin. In each of their five relays, the 
Ladies finished in the runner-up posi-
tion behind Denison. 
Kenyon was even more outstanding 
in the individual portion. Crile Hart ’21 
shined for the Ladies throughout the 
weekend: She secured three individual 
event victories, in the 200-yard indi-
vidual medley (IM), the 200-yard back-
stroke and the 100-yard butterfly. She 
set both pool and conference records in 
each of her victories. In the 200-yard IM, 
she broke the NCAA record with a time 
of 1:58.04. To top it all off, Hart received 
the NCAC Swimmer of the Year award 
for the second consecutive year. Oliv-
ia Smith ’23 also took home an award, 
winning NCAC Newcomer of the Year. 
At the championships, she won the 100-
yard backstroke, finished second behind 
Hart in the 200-yard backstroke and 
placed fourth in the 100-yard butterfly. 
The Ladies were able to secure sweeps 
of first, second and third in multiple 
races, which contributed significant-
ly to their high point total. In the 200-
yard backstroke, Hart won with a time 
of 1:56.85, Smith was right behind her 
in 2:01.75 and Summer Otazu ’20 came 
in third (2:02.37). The 1,650-yard free-
style represented another extremely 
successful event: Claire Murray ’21 was 
victorious with a time of 17:04.70. She 
was followed by Kendal Vanderhoof 
’20, who came to the wall at 17:11.29, 
and Gail Anderson ’20 with a time of 
17:14.55.  
Coach Jess Book was proud of her 
team for handling the pressure of the 
conference championship, saying, “you 
can’t really emulate that environment 
until you’re in it.” Book attributes much 
of this composure to a strong line of 
communication and a relentless drive 
toward goals both individual and collec-
tive. “I like where we are culturally,” she 
said. “We can be very happy with what 
we did and we can measure that beyond 
winning and losing. In other sports… It 
can be much more difficult to identify 
individual success, but for us, we can see 
individual success [and] progress.”
The Ladies will look to take this 
mindset into the Fast Chance Invita-
tional on Saturday and eventually the 
NCAA Championships, which will take 
place March 18-21 in Greensboro, N.C. 
